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FROM THE NEWS

Freshmen Rules Being Re-explained By Council
AWARE OF INFRACTIONS

Student Governing Body Also Announces Re-inaguration Of Open Meetings

During the first several weeks of the existence of freshmen rules for the members of the college, some misinterpretations have arisen which the Council wishes to correct in this announcement.

Debaters Go To Middlebury Tomorrow Eve
Paul Stewart, William Metz, and Larry Floyd
Make Two-day Trip

One of the main reasons for the existence of the new rule which forms the basis of the council's discussion is the need to control the number of freshmen who go to college meetings and, in particular, those who go to the meetings of the Debating Society. This is to prevent the situation from arising where freshmen are allowed to dominate the discussions, to the exclusion of other students.

The rules state that freshmen are not allowed to attend meetings of the Debating Society unless they have been approved by their advisor. This regulation is in force for the purpose of ensuring that freshmen are properly supervised and that their participation in the discussions is in line with the objectives of the Debating Society.

Historically, the Debating Society has been a very important organization in the college, and it is essential that it maintain its traditions and values.

Bates Goes Fighting Strong NYU
Barney Marcus Shines With 59 Yard Run For Touchdown

Bates dropped the first of the season's games with New York University, 28-7, at the Yale Bowl last Saturday. The second game of the year will be played against Harvard on the same field.

Barney Marcus, who had an excellent season at last year's Freshman Prize Debates, proved his worth again this year by scoring a touchdown on a 59-yard run.

In the opening game of the season, on October 30, against Dartmouth, Marcus scored one of the two touchdowns, and this year he will have the opportunity to continue his success.

Women Present College Life In Sting Night

Presentation of Ole Prose Feature Of Student Government Event

The annual Student Night of programs and festivities was held on Friday, replete with the usual throngs of spectators who jammed the stands to watch the contest between Bates and Harvard. The Bates team, led by Robert Saunders of the College, put up a good fight, but were unable to edge out the Harvard team.

In the feature of the evening, Miss Mabel Eaton and Mrs. Mrs. Paul O. Bartlett, Miss Mabel Eaton and Mrs. Fannie, and Mrs. T. Crafts, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver F. Cottit, Miss Mabel Eaton and Mrs. Fanne, and Mrs. T. Crafts, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver F. Cottit, Miss Mabel Eaton and Mrs. Fanne, and Mrs. T. Crafts, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver F. Cottit.

Outing Club Completes "C" Bluff Trail Over Week End

Due to the completion of the "C" Bluff Trail, which has been a major project of the Owing Club, the students have been able to enjoy a new recreational area. The trail, which winds through the woods, provides a beautiful setting for a walk or run.

The trail was completed with the hard work of many members of the club, who spent many hours building and maintaining the trail. The completion of the trail means that students can now enjoy a new outdoor activity in the heart of the campus.
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YESTERDAY, appreciation is one of the beautiful arts of life. It can point out a difficult situation, color an old scene, revive memory of the lovely, enrich the color of the calmer.

Accordingly, a football player and his coach wanted by a sternly-trained week's activity are running through their training, while their opponents' time is not quite so busy. It will be a fairly easy task to get down to, but far from a mere trial. For all the little things it is opening to the public nothing new.

But, if we are to believe the players and coaches there was something different in the training on Thursdays and Fridays. All three staffs, the freshmen, men and women, were under the influence of the 'Law', the old-time relaxation of the affair. The work load was less, and the tone of the evening was not so tame. It had a tendency to relax a little, but not so far out. It became better and better.

The "Law" is a new law, which has been in force for the past week. It is a law which prescribes that every man who wishes to be a part of the training shall ad

On What The Professor Does And Why It Is Often Disliked

Reprinted from "American Weekly"

Professors are constantly reminded by their students that human nature does not change, that people are doing exactly the same things they did generations ago, and that individuals in certain positions of authority are not different from those of yesterday. As a result, the faculty will be interested in hearing of any psychological experiment carried out by the students of North Carolina College.

The experiment appeared in "The Public Opinion" of the University of North Carolina. It was carried out under the direction of Professor A. R. Price, who is a member of the psychology department.

The experiment was designed to test the effect of certain personality traits on the success of the student. A list of twenty-five suggested traits was made, and the students were told to add any additional habits and mannerisms that they observed. The results were tabulated, and showed that the traits most often observed were:

1. Talking too fast
2. Hair unkempt
3. Sticking hands into pockets
4. Talking too low
5. Hair in the face
6. Not looking at class
7. Using a pencil over the head
8. Using a pencil with the head
9. Using a pencil with the left hand
10. Using a pencil with the right hand
11. Using a pencil with the nose
12. Using a pencil with the mouth
13. Using a pencil with the ear
14. Using a pencil with the eye
15. Using a pencil with the shoulder
16. Using a pencil with the arm
17. Using a pencil with the hand
18. Using a pencil with the foot
19. Using a pencil with the leg
20. Using a pencil with the foot
21. Using a pencil with the knee
22. Using a pencil with the elbow
23. Using a pencil with the wrist
24. Using a pencil with the finger
25. Using a pencil with the thumb
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Many Freshmen Reporting For Cross-Country

Schedule for Year-long Hill-And-Dales Not Complete

Bates Harrier In Fine Shape For First Meet

Colby To Furnish Opposition In Opening Race On This Saturday

The 11th edition of the Day Thanksgiving Meet, which is sponsored by the Bates Alumni Club, is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon. This meet is devoted to the advanced in the various events in the program, and to the bachelor's degree in all branches of science. It is conducted by the Bates Outing Club. The meet will be held on a course of about five miles, and will include a relay race of eight miles and a cross-country race of ten miles.

Many fresh-faced men have already reported for cross-country work, and are preparing for the winter season with the hope of making a good showing. Coach Thompson reports that he has been in contact with most of the men who have shown interest in the cross-country work, and that he expects to have a good team this year.

The meet will be held on the field behind the athletic field, and will be open to the public. Admission will be charged for those who do not wish to participate. The meet is expected to be a great success, and will provide an excellent opportunity for the men to show their ability in cross-country work.